CNS/EECS

Errata to Memorandum of Understanding

To:
   Cliff Frost -- Director, CNS
   Ken Lindahl
   Mike Sawyer

From:
   David Culler -- Vice Chair, Computing Needs and Resources, EECS
   Hua-Pei Chen
   Fred Archibald

Date:

Subject:

   This purpose of this errata is to make adjustments to the MOU signed by David Culler, Vice Chair of EECS CNR on July 19th and delivered to CNS July 20th.

1. Under number 1, all occurrences of “100BaseT” should be changed to “100Base-FX”.
2. Under number 1, all occurrences of “1000BaseT” should be changed to “1000Base-SX”.
3. Under number 1, first bullet item, the sentence “... third proposed 100BaseT link from INR-110...” should be changed to read “... third proposed 10Mb link from INR-110...”.
4. Under number 4, all occurrences of “100BaseT” should be changed to “100Base-FX”.
5. Under number 4, sixth sub-bulletted item under “CNS Responsibilities”, remove the sentence that reads “CNS will also respond to any necessary security measures requested by the networking and support staff within EECS(IDSG)”.
6. Under number 4, the 3rd bulleted item should be changed to read “EECS will return the part of the 169.229.1.0/24 subnet currently allocated to EECS back to CNS”.
